Hi all, I've inserted more than 10 courses in my portal 1.10.2. displaying courses catalogue, pagination is not showed. I must select another category first, than "show all" again to see pagination (1/2) in the bottom left of the page. I've tested several browsers but nothing change. If I try to refresh page each time change the number of courses displayed, anyway pagination still disappear.

Any idea?

BR

Fabrizio Chezza

Associated revisions

Revision 1b7ca402 - 12/02/2016 21:03 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Show all courses with pagination in courses catalog - refs #8041

History

#1 - 10/01/2016 23:50 - Yannick Warnier
- Category set to Global / Others / Misc
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to Angel Quiroz

#2 - 12/02/2016 21:09 - Angel Quiroz
- Status changed from Assigned to Needs testing
- Assignee deleted (Angel Quiroz)
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Fixed.
Now the courses catalog is like the course list from the Show All category (with pagination, by defult 10 courses)

#3 - 03/03/2016 17:36 - Yannick Warnier
- Assignee set to Yannick Warnier
- % Done changed from 100 to 80

#4 - 03/03/2016 21:58 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Needs testing to Bug resolved
- % Done changed from 80 to 100

Tested and approved.